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We develop a random-phase approximation theory of the spin-isospin nuclear surface response,
suitable for the interpretation of recent experiments of polarized (p,p') and charge exchange ('He, t)
reactions. The present approach extends our previous treatment of the volume responses, which
was quite successful in accounting for inelastic electron scattering data. Its crucial ingredient is a
vertex function which localizes the probe-target interaction on the surface region of the nucleus.
Our results compare rather successfully with both the (p,p') and ('He, t) experiments, although some
difficulties remain to be overcome. Indeed, we predict a ratio between the spin-longitudinal and the
spin-transverse nuclear responses still somewhat larger than the measured value. Concerning the
charge-exchange ( He, t) reaction, we qualitatively account for the progressive softening of the peak
of the cross section at large momentum transfer, thus confirming the role of the pion in nuclear
structure. We tentatively ascribe the remaining discrepancies with the ( He, t) data to relativistic ki-

nematics effects.

I. INTRODUCTION

The problem of the role of the pion in the nuclear
spin-isospin (or) response is still an open one. Indeed it
has been argued' that the attractive particle-hole (p-h)
force provided by the pion exchange should induce an
enhancement and a softening, with respect to the free
response, of the spin longitudinal (cr q) nuclear response
RL in the quasi-elastic peak (QEP) region for momenta of
the order of about three pion masses p . The spin trans-
verse (cr &&q) response (RT) instead should be unaff'ected

by the pion in the nuclear matter limit and the corre-
sponding force, being of much shorter range, remains
repulsive up to quite large momenta (&2 fm '), thus
quenching and hardening the QEP. Therefore, the pion
should manifest itself in the marked contrast, both in
magnitude and in the peak position, between the cr q and
o X q nuclear responses.

These ideas are, however, difficult to test since it is not
easy to find a probe which couples longitudinally to the
nucleonic spins. This indeed occurs only for hadronic
(e.g. , p,p') or semihadronic (e.g., e, e'n. ) probes, which,
however, cannot penetrate the nuclear interior owing to
their strong absorption. As a consequence, what is actu-
ally probed in a hadronic process is the surface response
of the nucleus rather than the volume one. A relevant
question is then to ascertain how much of the collective
features of a volume response are left out in a surface
one.

On the experimental side, two attempts have been
made until now to unravel the contrast between the a )&q
and the cr-q channels. In the first one, carried out in Los
Alamos, a measurement of the polarization transfer
coefficients in the deep inelastic, inclusive, polarized (p,p )

scattering was performed. The ratio % between RL and

RT, a critical test of their contrast, can be inferred from
these coefficients and was determined as a function of the
energy at the fixed momentum transfer q=1.75 fm
Now, according to the theoretical predictions, A should
largely exceed one; instead, the Los Alamos data pointed
to a value of R close to one and perhaps even smaller.
This finding was at first surprising, even for a surface re-
action. It should, however, be noticed that a (p,p') polar-
ized scattering process, while disentangling the o -q and
cr X q channels, cannot separate, in isospace, the isoscalar
and the isovector modes. Hence a careful analysis is re-
quired before drawing any conclusion from a (p,p') exper-
iment.

To avoid this hindrance, recently a charge exchange
(He, t) experiment, obviously free from the isoscalar con-
tamination, has been carried out at Saturne. Here no
polarization transfer variables were measured and the at-
tention was focused on the peak position of the QEP.
Indeed the momentum evolution of the latter was fol-
lowed from 1.4 to 2.4 fm ' and compared with the one
observed in deep inelastic (e,e ) scattering. As it is well

known, in the latter case the volume o )& q nuclear
response is probed.

The relevance of the charge exchange (He, t) reaction
for the spin-isospin nuclear response relies on the well-
established dominance of the isovector (r=l) spin-flip
(cr= 1) nucleon-nucleon (NN) amplitudes over the non-
spin-flip ones. However, the former contain both spin-
longitudinal and spin-transverse components, in a pro-
portion varying with the momentum. Thus the o =~=1
nuclear response measured in the highly peripheral
(He, t) process is in fact a mixture of the tr Xq and tr q.
modes. Remarkably in this reaction the maximum of the
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QEP was observed to soften progressively, as the momen-
tum increased, with respect to the one of the (e,e') scatter-
ing and even with respect to the free Fermi gas predic-
tion. The possibility to ascribe this effect to the increas-
ing weight of RL in the cross section was then suggested,
which appears justified since we know that, as q in-
creases, the o"q NN amplitude tends to dominate over
the cr )&q one. The observed downward shift would then
reflect the softening of the spin-longitudinal nuclear
response, thus providing a signature for the otherwise
elusive role of the pion in nuclear physics.

It should be kept in mind, however, that the (He, t) re-
action is even more peripheral than the (p,p'} one: indeed
it explores a nuclear region centered around a quite small
value p of the density, such that —,'po(p( —,'po, po being
the central nuclear density. Whether collective effects
can survive at such a low density and, furthermore, up to
such large momenta is a challenging question we wish to
explore. For this purpose we develop in the present pa-
per a finite nucleus surface response theory, which basi-
cally amounts to insert an appropriate vertex function
F(r} in the particle-hole RPA polarization propagator.
A preliminary version of this approach, with a crude an-
satz for F (r), was presented in Ref. 5.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we out-
line the derivation of our surface RPA approach, whereas
in Sec. III we exploit Glauber theory to determine the
vertex function F(r) We the. n compare the surface and
volume free responses in a harmonic oscillator (HO)
basis.

In Sec. IV we test our theory against the Los Alamos
experiment. The calculation with a realistic vertex func-
tion shows how the peripheral nature of the process

brings the ratio A=RL/Rr down toward unity, partly
through the low density experienced by the probe and
partly though the mixing of the spin modes. Other
groups ' have independently obtained results very
similar to ours. However, some discrepancy between
theory and experiment is left out, which might signal"
the existence of some collectivity in the isoscalar spin
channel.

In Sec. V we attempt an interpretation of the (He, t)
data. We show that in spite of the quite peripheral na-
ture of the He probe enough collectivity is left to shift
down the maximum of the 0 q response. Relying on the
present knowledge of the elementary NN amplitudes we
then test our theory against the available data for mo-
menta ranging from 1.4 to 2.4 fm '. We come to the
conclusion that the RPA pion induced correlations, al-
though pointing into the right direction, cannot wholly
account for the downward shift experimentally observed.
In the same section we also speculate on the possible
physical origin of this shortcoming conjecturing, in par-
ticular, on the role of relativistic effects to account for it.

II. THE SURFACE RPA FORMALISM

As the strongly interacting probes mainly excite the
nuclear surface, one should set up a RPA polarization
propagator constrained to have the initial p-h excitation
localized in the outer region of the nucleus.

This aim can be achieved for the Jth multipole of the
dynamical part ft(q, q', ///) of the polarization propagator
11(q,q', co) (the geometrical angular factors being dealt
with standard methods' ) through the Dyson equation

2

[f[I (q q';~)](( =[f[I'"(q q';~)](( + g f" [~ I'(q k;/0)](( [UJ(k)]» [ff I' '(k q"~)l(, (
( 77

where, in turn [A J "'(q,q', co)]/( obeys the following integral equation:

~ dkk[ft J '(q, q';/0)]/( ——[ft ~'(q, q';co)]„+ g f" [ft (Jq, ken)](( [UJ(k)]( ( [A J '(k, q', co)](; .
ll(2

(2.1)

(2.2)

Diagrammatically (2.1) and (2.2) are displayed in Fig. 1, where rings with two, one, or no black vertices correspond to
A J', ft J, and the volume propagator, respectively. Explicitly, in the independent particle approximation, one has

I I„ I
ft( "(q,q', co)=16m g (2!@+1}(21„+1}

O O O
2( ( / (q)2)(Ep, Eh, cd)2(„( „((q ), (2.3)

P P

and

I I„ I
A /

'(q, q';~)= 16/r g (21 + 1 )(21h+ 1 )
O O O 2(. ( ~ ( (q)(~»~h'~)&In I n„l„(q'}

n 1
P P

(2.4)

with

1 1
2)(E» Eh , co }='

flCO (En ( En ( }+(7/ ACO+(En ( En ( ) (7}pphh p p

2(„( „ l (q)=q dr r j((qr)R„( (r)R„( (r)F(r),
pp hh 0 p p h h

(2.5)

(2.6)
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customarily used in the spin-isospin channel. The stan-
dard expression of the required partial waves reads

[UJ(k}]ll =cIJlclJI'I'L(k)+(fill' aJIIIJI')I'T(k}

being

I 1 J
aJI ——( —1)'/2l + 1 (2.9)

(a) and

2

VL(k)=I (k )
2

g'—
P~

k 1

k+p k

2 2

V(k}= r(k ) g' —r(k }
2 P 2 k2+ 2

(2.10)

(2.1 1)

FIG. 1. Diagrams embodied in Eqs. (2.1) (a) and (2.2) (b): the
black vertices contain the vertex function (2.7); the p-h propaga-
tor includes both N-h and 6-h excitations.

and in the Sl„ I „ I without the superscript s the func-
pp hh

tion F(r}, to be later discussed, is replaced by one; the
definition of ft I is then obvious. It should be noticed
that the free ft I's are diagonal in the angular momentum
indices only when the spin-orbit term in the nuclear mean
field is neglected (an assumption we shall make in the fol-
lowing, for simplicity); for the single particle energies e„l
and the radial wave function R„l we choose an HO basis.

Concerning the quantity F(r), it should be observed
that the present approach, at variance with the volume
RPA theory, ' introduces a new excitation operator ac-
cording to the the following replacement:

elq r F(r)e' ' (2.7)

r being the distance from the center of the nucleus. Thus
F(r) assumes the significance of a vertex function, ac-
counting for the distortion of the hadronic field as it ap-
proaches the nucleus.

How to determine F(r) will be discussed in the next
section. Here we point out that the presence of the ver-
tex function does not necessarily confine the excitations
engrained in ft" "on the nuclear surface; it only com-
pels them to "originate" there: afterwards they can prop-
agate everywhere inside the nucleus. Whether they actu-
ally will do that depends on the nature of the p-h interac-
tion. For the latter we use the m+p-exchange potential,

X[UJ(p)]ll ft I (p,p, co), (2.13)

where the parameter y =sr/R (R being the rms radius of
the nucleus) gives the right dimensions to the right-hand
side (rhs) of (2.13). With the help of (2.13) it is then possi-
ble to show that the system of integral equations (2.2)
reduces to the following system of algebraic equations:

In the above, f /4Mc =0.08, f /IJ, =2.18f„/IJ,„, and
the usual monopole form factors are included at the
n(p)NN vertices [with A„(A )=1.3 (1.7) GeV, respec-
tively]. The short-range repulsive p-h force is embodied
in the Landau-Migdal parameter g', taken as constant.

in the actual calculations we also include the 6 reso-
nance, bound, for sake of simplicity, by the same HO
mean field felt by the nucleons. Moreover, we assume
universality of the NN, Nb, and b, b, interactions (obvi-
ously with a difFerent n.Nh vertex}. Note that, although
not explicitly indicated, the frequency dependence of the
interaction has always been taken into account.

We should now solve Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2}. To lighten
the heavy numeric associated with this task we resort, as
in our previous work, ' ' to the approximation method
originally proposed by Toky and Weise. ' For this pur-
pose we consider the first iteration of (2.2).

dk k[ft J '(q q'~)]ll =J,ftl(q
(2ir)'

X [U,(k)]„ft I"(k,q', co), (2.12)

and fix an average momentum p such that

2

[ft""(q q'co)] = ft '(q q'co)

[~ J '
q q'~ }]II=~II'" I'(q q'~)+ g ["J""'(q q'~)ill [UJ(p)]l I'~ I'(p p

Il

having set

rs' 2

[ UJ (p }]II' 3 [ UJ (p }]II'
(2~)

(2.14)

(2.15)
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The solutions of (2.14) can be inserted into (2.1) to get the angular momentum matrix elements of the various multipoles
Jof the surface polarization propagator. As an example we quote here one of the five matrix elements needed, for fixed
J, to get the expressions of the o.~ nuclear responses, namely

[ft i '"(q, q', co)]i+I J+,——A J'+, (q, q', co)

I+
D [ [ J""(q q'~)]. . [I—[UJ(p)]J —I,J —IA J —1(p pDi P) co

where

+[A J ' (q~q rco)]i+ I,J I[ UJ(p)]J I,J+ I J+ I(p~p (2.16)

DJ(ptco) 1 [UJ(p)li —I,J —IA J—1(p&p~) [ UJ(p)lJ+ I,J+IA 1+1(p&p&)

+ VL(p) VT(p)A J 1(p,p;N)A J+ l(p, p;H) . (2.17)

When (2.17) (and the like) are inserted (with q=q ) into the appropriate combinations of multipolarities, ' one finally
gets

R surf(q ~) R 0 surf(q )
1

Im
8~ J=0

J[ft J""(q,co)]i I J I
—&J(J+1)[A'J""(q,cd)]i+I J

1 —VL(p)ft J,(p, co)+(J +1)QJ+1(p,co)/(2J +1)

and

R surf(q ) R O, surf(q )

(J+1)[AJ""(q,co)]i+I J+I —&J(J+1)[AJ "*(q,co)]i

1 —VL(p)A J+,(p, co)+JQJ I(p, co)/(2J+ I )
(2.18)

A (1),ss(
1 + [ J qco ]JJ

16fr J 0 1 —VT(p)ft J(p, co)

(J+1)[ftJ "*(q,co)]i, J I+&J(J +I)[ Ai""(q,co)]i+I J
VT (p )A J —I (p, ~ ) +J&J+ I (p cd ) /( 2J + 1 )

J[A Ii""(q,co)]i+, J+I+&J(J+1)[AJ""(q,co)]i

1 —vT(p)A J+,(p, co)+(J+ 1)PJ I(p, co)/(2J+1)
(2.19)

= &J I [p ~ VL=VT l (2.20)

A J 1(p, co) —A i+1(p, cd)
VJ I(p, co)=[VT(p) VL(p)]—

1 —V, (p) ', + I(p, ~)

= QJ+, [p, co, VJ.=VT] . (2.21)

Note that, like in the volume responses, no internal sur-
face vertex enters into the ring series of (2.18) and (2.19).
One should also notice that these reduce to the corre-
sponding crr volume responses [see formulae (3.3) and
(3.6) of Ref. 13] when all the surface vertices are replaced

which display their collective behavior in a term added to
the free response. In the above

A J+1(p,co) —ft J 1(p, co)
&J i(p ~)=[VT(p) VL(p)l—

1 —VL(p)II J,(p, co)

by the volume ones with the A J 's explicitly appearing in
(2.18) and (2.19) expressed by means of formula (2.13).

The above surface spin-longitudinal and spin-
transverse nuclear responses require the evaluation, for
any given q, co, and J, of two exact first-order polarization
propagators, one surface to uolume [cf. (2.12)] to settle the
value ofp and one surface to surface which directly enters
into their expressions: as a consequence the numerical
computation of RL"' (R T"' ) is heavier than for RL"(RT").

Like in the latter, the functions 2 and 9 in the surface
responses explicitly account for the mixing between the
two spin modes and for further effects associated with the
lowering of the density in going from the central to the
outer region of the nucleus. These finite system features,
partly embodied also in the average momentum p, work
more efficiently against collectivity in the surface than in
the volume response. In this connection we notice that 9'
and 9 are proportional to the difference of the two forces,
VL(p) —VT(p). Since in general p turns out, numerically,
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tV

OJ
K

N, g
——

+tot
(3.1)

responses at larger energies. Under these circumstances
the number of nucleons effectively responding to the
external probing field can be expressed as follows:

3
fcr

10

where the single-step reaction cross-section reads

cr"'=2m f db bX(b}e
0

(3.2)

flu-=55 Me

q=2.I fm

FIG. 2. The imaginary part of H (q, q', co) (Ref. 12) (solid
line) and H '(q, q', m) (dashed line) at fixed q =2.4 fm
Rco =55 MeV, and q q '= 1, as a function of q', for Ca

the phase shift function (responsible for the attenuation
of the incoming wave) being

X(b)=o„,f dz p[r =(b'+z')' '] . (3.3)

In the above formulae p is the nuclear density and crt
the total probe-nucleon cross section at the considered
energy.

Now the same quantity N,z can as well be determined
through sum rule arguments. Indeed, for momenta large
enough to neglect the restrictions due to the Pauli princi-
ple, one has, for a spherical nucleus'

N, e f dc@——R(q, co)=4m f dr r
~

F(r)
~

p(r),
0

(3.4)

to be rather close to q, 7 and 9 are large precisely where
one would expect to have the largest contrast between the
spin-isospin responses. Accordingly the momentum evo-
lution of the latter should result somewhat tempered.

Concerning the validity of the approximation scheme
utilized in solving the RPA equations, we expect it to be
fairly accurate when the nonlocality in the momentum
space of the HO polarization propagators ft J and A J' is

moderate. To illustrate this point we display in Fig. 2 the
behavior of the imaginary part of the volume and surface
free polarization propagators 11 ( q, q'; co ) and
11 "(q,q';co), for fixed q and co, as a function of q' in Ca~.
One can see that although the "bell" representing ImH
is indeed narrower than the one corresponding to ImH ',
still both of them are markedly peaked in momentum
space. However, whereas the volume propagator consid-
erably shrinks in going to heavier nuclei, as shown in Ref.
13, the surface one is substantially independent of the
mass number A.

We can then expect the Toki and Weise method to pro-
vide a reliable approximation for the nuclear response
functions, but, of course, its final test can only come from
large scale, accurate RPA calculations with finite range
forces.

III. THE VERTEX FUNCTION F ( r)

Although RPA calculations in finite nuclei on a large
Hilbert basis are not yet available, still the semi-infinite
slab model (SIS) of Esbensen and Bertsch. " has been of
great importance in providing us with new insights into
the surface response functions. We shall follow here their
approach, which is based on Glauber's theory of nuclear
reactions' to evaluate the vertex function F(r }

To start with, the basic assumption is to view the reac-
tion as a single scattering process. Double scattering,
much harder to calculate, should eventually contribute to
the experimentally detected background and to the

where R (q, co) is the nuclear response to the driving field
in the rhs of (2.7). Hence, by comparing with (3.1), it fol-
lows

4nr~ F(r)
~

p. (r)= 2n.
rX(r)e

+tot
(3.5)

which fixes F(r) The abo.ve procedure is strictly valid in
the SIS model, where the same cylindrical geometry of
the eikonal description holds good; in our framework,
where the geometry is spherical, it remains substantially
valid.

Formula (3.5) allows us to explore how deeply the imp-
inging field probes the target nucleus. This, as well as the
magnitude of the reaction cross sections (He, t) or (p,p')
crucially depends upon the value of the total cross section
o„, for the probe-nucleon interaction [see Eq. (5.1)]. In
the case of the proton probe this cross section is o.

t t 40
mb at the incident energy of 500 MeV. In the case of the
He probe one would expect three times the nucleon
value, i.e., =—120 mb.

However, according to the analysis performed by
Gaarde, ' this value inserted in (3.1) and (5.1) would yield
a magnitude for the (He, t) reaction cross section smaller
than the experimental value by almost a factor 2. Instead
the value required to get agreement with the data is
cT t t 55 mb. As a comment about this large difference
one should realize that the present treatment avoids a mi-
croscopic description of the He interaction with the
bound nucleons. It is possible, for instance, that the
difference between the two cross sections, if it does not
arise from mechanisms beyond the one-step process,
reflects the finite range of the He -N interaction, which is
ignored in the present treatment.

We have adopted in our analysis of the (He, t) reaction
the value cr„t=55 mb, but we have as well explored the
situation corresponding to o.„,-=105 mb. We then
display in Fig. 3 the function S(r)=r

~

F(r)
~

p(r) in ar-
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0.2— 20

I t

q=175 f

volume responses

&i pb

1.5

1.0

O-
0.1

0.5-

20 40 60 80 100 Me V

FIG. 3. Empirical (solid line) and HO (dashed line) densities
in Ca; the HO parameter is %coo ——11.02 MeV. The function

S(r) (see text) is also drawn, with an arbitrary scale, for o.
t f 40

mb (solid line) and o„,=55 mb (dashed line).

FIG. 4. The ratio A (4.1) at q= 1.75 fm ' as a function of co.

The experimental points are taken from Ref. 2; the dot-dashed
line is the prediction of our RPA theory of the volume

responses; the surface RPA prediction for % is given by the
solid and the dashed lines, with and without mixing of the spin
modes, respectively; g'=0. 7. The isoscalar responses are as-

sumed to be the free ones.

bitrary units, together with the experimental and HO
densities (altnost identical in the surface region) for Ca
As expected, one sees that the smaller o.„, is, the more
the probing field penetrates inside the nucleus. Numeri-
cally, for cr„,=40 mb, the peak of S(r) corresportds to a
density P-=0.28po (po being the central nuclear density),
~hereas, for cr„,=55 mb, the peak moves outward to a
region where p =-0.20p.

The central question is then to ascertain if in such di-
lute media the p-h interaction is still capable to set up
collective effects. In this connection it is worth realizing
that the number of nucleons effectively taking part in the
processes turns out to be, from (3.4), N, tr 5.3 and 3——.6 for
the two cases.

isoscalar response the free ones. The vertex function
F(r) is evaluated from Eq. (3.5) with a„,=40 mb. Both
the curves with and without the mixing between the spin
tnodes are displayed, together with the quantity R ob-
tained from the volume responses.

The role of the nuclear surface in bringing A down to-
wards unity, particularly at low frequencies, can be ap-
preciated, a finding supported by quite similar results ob-
tained by other authors. ' The nuclear surface
hampers collective effects partly because of its low, rapid-

IV. THE RATIO BETWEEN THE ISOVECTOR
SPIN-NUCLEAR RESPONSES

0.15

Carey et al. measured the spin observables in the deep
inelastic scattering of 500 MeV polarized protons out of
Ca and Pb. The experiment focused on the energy
behavior of the ratio RL/RT. This quantity indeed
should be sensitive to the simultaneous enhancement of
RL and quenching of R T, particularly at the chosen value
of the momentum, q=1.75 fm ', where the contrast is
expected to be strong.

However, this experiment cannot separate the isovec-
tor contribution (r= 1) from the isoscalar one (r=0).
Consequently, it measures, in fact, the combination

0.10

2. 15 3.62RL='(q, ra)+RL='(q, ra)

4. 62 l. 15R&='(q, ca)+RT= (q, co)
(4.1) 50

Q~( Mev )

100

which, in spite of the substantial isoscalar contamination,
was expected to still show some vestiges of collectivity.

In Fig. 4 we show, as a function of the excitation ener-

gy, J7 calculated from our isovector RPA surface
responses, RL"' and RT"', with g'=0. 7 and taking for the

FIG. 5. Surface free (dashed line), surface RPA spin-

longitudinal (solid line), and spin-transverse (dot-dashed line)

isovector responses in Ca at q=1.75 fm ', as a function of m,

for g'=0. 7. The vertex function F(r) corresponds to the solid
curve in Fig. 3.
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0.75

0.50

fV

6
V

I

4J
X.'
0
CK

0.25

50 100

5+(Me V)

FIG. 6. Independent particle Uolume (solid line) and surface (dashed line) responses at q=2.4 fm ', as a function of co, in Ca 0; the
vertex function F(r) in the surface response corresponds to the dashed curve in Fig. 3.

ly varying density and partly because it couples the n.q
and o Xq modes. In connection with this last point one
should notice that the A-independent mixing is
significantly effective only at low frequencies and for
those momenta where the force mixed in the opposite
channel is substantial, which is the case, at q=1.75 fm
for the mixing of the transverse interaction into RL .

Yet some discrepancy between theory and experiment
is left out and could be significantly reduced utilizing a
value for g' larger than 0.7. This would, however, bring
us in confiict with the inclusive (e,e') data' and also with
those of the (He, t) reaction to be discussed later on.

As an alternative explanation, it has been argued" that
the nuclear responses in the 0.=1, ~=0 channel should
not be described in a mean 6eld framework, but rather in
a RPA one. Indeed in this channel some collective be-
havior is also expected and, characteristically, of a nature
just opposite to the one aft'ecting the ~=1 spin modes;
hence, a further reduction of % would follow.

In concluding this section we show in Fig. 5 separately
our isovector Rt'"' and RT"' in Ca, with F(r) corre-
sponding to o.„,=40 mb, at q=1. '75 fm '. By compar-
ing them with the free surface response, also displayed,
we can appreciate the persistence of a substantial amount
of collectivity, particularly in the transverse channel, in
spite of the low density experienced by the probe and the
large momentum transfer.

To shed further light on the surface role, in Fig. 6 we
compare the independent particle volume and surface
responses. We see that the surface, through the vertex
function F(r), much reduces the magnitude of the
response, but leaves almost unaltered its shape.

V. THE NUCLEAR SPIN-LONGITUDINAL
ISOVECTOR RESPONSE

The discussion in the previous section reminded the
necessity of probing the nucleus with pure isovector pro-
cesses in order to gain a real insight into the pion role in
nuclear structure. This was realized with the high-energy
isouector charge-exchange (He, t) reaction carried out at
Saturne by Bergqvist et a1.

This experiment stressed the remarkable feature of the
nuclear spin-isospin collective phenomena to survive un-
der conditions of quite low density and short wave-
lengths. Indeed, Bergqvist et al. were able to detect a
downward shift of the peak position tost of the QEP with
respect to the corresponding peak of the free Fermi gas.
Since He, at the bombarding energy of 2 GeV, is a good
spin-isospin probe, it would seem that these authors were
in fact able to unravel the elusive softening of the spin-
longitudinal isovector response. Whether their experi-
ment involves the pure cr-q response is a question to be
addressed: we shall return later on this difficulty.

In Fig. 7 we display, in C', the maxima of the experi-
mental cross sections. Also shown are the corresponding
quantities for a nonrelativistic (ca~ ——q /2M) and a rela-
tivistic (toM ——q„ /2M) Fermi gas, the latter being appreci-
ably lower than the former at large q.

In Ref. 4 Bergqvist et al. point out that spectra of C'
and Ca practically overlap each other, but for a normal-
ization factor which is the same at all scattering angles.
This finding is a clear signature of the surface character
of the process. Accordingly, in Fig. 7, the experimental
points of C' can be attributed as well to Ca . In the
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FIG. 7. Peak position for the QEP in the reactions C" (He', t)
at 2 GeV (Ref. 4) (dots) and Ca (e,e') (Ref. 18) (circles); theoret-
ical predictions from Ref. 13 for the volume p-h RPA (black
squares) and the p-h RPA+ 2p-2h (triangles) isovector trans-
verse responses are also displayed; the open squares are the sur-

face RPA predictions for the (He', t) reaction; solid and dashed
lines represent the peak positions of the nonrelativistic and rela-
tivistic Fermi gas responses, respectively.

same figure we also display the experimental maxima of
the separated transverse response taken from (e,e')
scattering' (in Ref. 4, instead, the maxima of the global
response of C' were reported). A substantial hardening
with respect to the free Fermi gas is seen to occur, which
we ascribe' partly to the RPA correlations induced by
the repulsive transverse interaction VT and partly to the
2p-2h excitations, whose contribution to the volume nu-

clear responses is substantial.

The real challenge of Fig. 7 lies in the (He, t) results
and the question to be asked is whether the theory can
explain the observed softening at a momentum transfer as
large as 2.4 fm ', given the highly peripheral nature of
the (He, t) reaction. With o «, ——55 mb the vertex func-
tion F(r), displayed in Fig. 3, peaks at the low density of
0.20po.

With this F(r) we have calculated the surface spin-
longitudinal RPA response (with g'=0. 7) and the free
one at q=2. 4 fm ', i.e., where an impressive downward
shift of about 18 MeV, with respect to the nonrelativistic
Fermi gas, is being exhibited by the data. Our results are
displayed in Fig. 8: the surface RPA curve is weakly
enhanced and softened by about 8 MeV with respect to
the free one. This amount is less than required by the ex-
periment, but still significant, signalling that the pion in-
duced correlations are not entirely washed out at these
low densities. A reduction of the short-range repulsion in
the p-h interaction would increase the collectivity. For
example, with g'=0. 6, the shift becomes of 11 MeV, but,
at the same time, the disagreement with the Los Alamos
data for the ratio A (4.1) worsens. This could be not that
serious, however, since the isoscalar spin contribution
might be so substantial to compensate for it."

We turn now to assess quantitatively the validity of our
theory on the (He, t) experiment. This requires a control
of the NN charge-exchange amplitudes, since the spin-
longitudinal and the spin-transverse responses are mixed
in the process. According to Refs. 4 and 19, at the ener-

gy of 667 MeV the non-spin-transfer NN charge-
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X:
lX

0.05—

50 o~( Mev ) 100

FIG. 8. Surface spin-longitudinal RPA (solid line) and surface free (dashed line) isovector responses at q=2.4 fm as a function

of co, in Ca, for the (He, t) reaction; g'=0. 7.
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exchange amplitudes, as well as the spin-orbit one, are
negligible and the (He, t) reaction cross section can be
written as follows:

d2

dQ dc'
=&. l(

I
& I

'+
I
~

I
')RT(q ~)

+ )
5

( Rl (q, cu)]FF

FF being the (He, t) form factor, P and e the charge-
exchange spin-transverse NN amplitudes, and 5 the
spin-longitudinal one, in the notation of Ref. 20. Thus
(5.1) is a combination of the spin-transverse and spin-
longitudinal isovector nuclear responses in a proportion
varying with q.

However, the ratio [ 5
~

/ ) P ~
+ [ e

~
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FIG. 9. (a) Experimental and surface RPA (solid line) cross sections for the (He', t) reaction at q=1.4 fm ', as a function of co,'

g =0.6. The cross section for a nonrelativistic Fermi gas is also shown for comparison, with kF ——0.79 fm . Arrows indicate the
peak position. (b) As in (a), at q=1.75 fm '. (c) As in (a), at q=2. 1 fm '. (d) As in (a), at q=2.4 fm
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linearly increasing from 0.4 at q=1.4 fm '
up to 1.5 at

q=2. 4 fm ' (Refs. 4 and 30); therefore, in practice, at
large q, the o -q amplitude dominates the cross section.

Since our approximation scheme in solving the RPA
equations works better in a medium size nucleus, we have
calculated the cross section (5.1) in Ca utilizing the NN
amplitudes of Ref. 19 to suitably combine our surface
RPA responses. Note that the (He, t) form factor FF is
not evaluated, but it is included in the arbitrary normali-
zation factor, the same for all the four cases we have ana-
lyzed. Furthermore, we have taken g'=0. 6, which better
accounts for the data. Our results are displayed in Figs.
9(a)—9(d) together with the experimental data and the
free nonrelativistic Fermi gas cross section (at the density
of 0.20po). The RPA cross section is seen to be hardened
with respect to the Fermi gas at q=1.4 fm ', where the
cr )(q channel is preponderant, in accord with the data.
At larger momenta (q=2. 4 fm '} the cr q channel dom-
inates and the RPA cross section is softened by 10 MeV,
in qualitative, but not quantitative, accord with the ex-
periment. It is noteworthy that at this momentum the
influence of Rr is barely felt (10 MeV of softening versus
11 MeV for a pure cr q coupling).

A noticeable feature of the data is the substantial tail of
the cross section on the high energy side. This tail is
present as well in the (e,e'} data, where it arises from 2p-
2h excitations. It is surprising that this contribution
remains so prominent in a process involving the low den-
sity nuclear surface.

Concerning the failure of our theory to quantitatively
account for the softening of the peak in the (He, t) cross
section at large q, the use of relativistic kinematics '

would help in this connection. In fact, at q=2. 4 fm
the free relativistic response is softened by 6.8 MeV with
respect to the nonrelativistic one (but only by 2 MeV at
q=1.75 fm '). If combined with the RPA softening, this
would almost completely account for the experiment.

As for the value of g' employed (g'=0. 6}, it appears
somewhat lower than the usually accepted values. How-
ever, in our approach, we rely on the assumption of
universality (gt'vN ——gzz ——gzz), which is too crude. Our
softening could in fact reflect the action of the 5, which
is likely to experience a weaker short-range repulsion
(gza &gN&). In addition, according to a recent analysis,
the low density of the nuclear surface would also help in
reducing the value of g'.

Thus it appears that the momentum evolution of the
quasi-elastic peak is satisfactorily reproduced in the RPA
framework for the nuclear responses, with acceptable
values for the Landau-Migdal parameter and the in-
clusion of some relativistic corrections. However, we
stress that this has been achieved with the value o „,=55
mb for the He -nucleon cross section. If we use instead
three times the value of the nucleon-nucleon cross section
(105 mb), the reaction becomes even more peripheral, re-
ducing the RPA shifts. Indeed, at q=2.4 fm ' we find
that the RPA softening is practically washed out, the
shift in the cross section being reduced to about 3 MeV.

In concluding this section we shortly comment on the
origin of the collectivity in the cr.q channel at such a low
density and short wavelengths. For this purpose, it helps
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50 tu(MeV) 200

FIG. 10. Nuclear matter free (dashed line), RPA spin-
longitudinal (solid line) and RPA spin-transverse (dot-dashed
line) isovector responses at q =2.4 fm ', for g' =0.6; kF ——0.79
fm-'.

to consider nuclear matter at low density, say 0.2po, the
one explored with o-„,=55 mb, and compare the corre-
sponding responses R L and R T at q =2.4 fm '. This
we have done in Fig. 10, where it appears that while some
vestiges of collectivity are still present in RL", practically
nothing of it is left in RT . One is thus led to ascribe this
finding to the long-range nature of the interaction carried
by the pion which, on the one side, can sustain a collec-
tive motion even in a rarefied medium and, on the other
hand, keeps a substantial strength even at quite short
wavelengths.

To ascertain whether the p-h excitations remain
confined on the surface or spread out inside the nucleus,
one should modify, the present formalism by inserting
propagators of the type ft" everywhere in (2.1).

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In 1971 a phase transition was conjectured to occur in
nuclear matter at a density of about 2po, signalling the
condensation of pions. ' A layered order of nucleons
in the spin-isospin space would disclose the phenomenon.

Since then, precursor phenomena of the pion condensa-
tion have been extensively searched for in atomic nuclei.
In particular, the nuclear unnatural parity excited states
(notably the J =0, r=1) have been thoroughly ex-
plored, as the pion carried force should lower their en-
ergy. Pionic fingerprints have also been looked for in a
possible enhancement of the inelastic form factor of the
1+ excited state of C' at large momentum transfers.

All these researches have been essentially inconclusive.
Accordingly the death, sentenced to pion condensation,
was gradually extended to precursor phenomena as well:
the value of g' was considered too large to allow pionic
manifestations inside nuclear structure.

Nevertheless, in 1980, it was argued that the spin-
longitudinal isovector nuclear response in the QEP region
should still reflect the action of the pion. In the words of
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Siemens et al. this suggestion is analogous to "look for
the giant quadrupole resonance instead of investigating
the E2 effective charge in the low-energy surface vibra-
tions. "

Extending this line of thought, it was later suggested'
that the contrast between the o q and the o. X q isovector
nuclear responses would in fact offer the best way of
detecting pionic phenomena in the QEP region.

This idea prompted the Los Alamos experiment, which
led to negative results. However, a variety of nuclear
phenomena concur in hiding the pion, at least partly, in a
(p,p') polarized reaction. A (p,n) experiment of similar
type would help in shedding light on the matter.

Then, in the (He, t) charge-exchange reaction, the pion
finally seemed to come into the open in nuclear physics,
but this conclusion clearly needs further support, before
being wholly trusted. It would indeed be paradoxical
that precursor phenomena of pion condensation, previ-
ously ruled out on the basis of the too low density of
atomic nuclei, should manifest themselves in the nuclear
surface, a region where the density is even smaller.

On the experimental side, high priority should be given
to the separation of the 0"q component in the (He, t)
cross section. On the theoretical side, exact RPA calcu-
lations of the o v. nuclear response in the deep inelastic re-
gion should be performed. Moreover, the validity of the
one-step description of the reaction process should be as-
sessed.

The 2p-2h excitations should also be included to
achieve a really comprehensive treatment: their role has
been shown to be decisive in bringing the theory close to
the experiment in the volume (e,e') transverse scattering.
It is true that in a surface response only the peripheral re-
gion of the nucleus is probed and this, by itself, weakens
the 2p-2h contribution; yet, the background, clearly visi-
ble in the (He, t) data, seems to require, at least partly,
their presence.

Finally, relativity cannot be ignored at large momenta,
where the most significant effect of the experiment by
Bergqvist et al. shows up. Whether a calculation of a rel-
ativistic RPA surface response is presently feasible is,
however, hard to assess.

In conclusion, many shortcomings wait for a deeper in-
vestigation; nevertheless, the argument is so exciting that
the efforts for reaching a full understanding of the pion
role in nuclear structure are well justified. Indeed, the
spin-isospin correlations, from their spectacular appear-
ance in the (p, n) reaction at the Indiana University Cyclo-
tron, where the GT giant resonance and the related
missing strength were discovered, until the present exper-
iments of Los Alamos and Saturne, have revealed them-
selves as one of the most intriguing and fascinating as-
pects of nuclear structure.
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